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One of the largest of Europe, the recently realized university campus 'Area of th e Sciences' in Parma,
northern Italy, has been planned for a comprehensive programme of renovation and revitalization with a
special focus on vehicular accessibility and the quality of open spaces. As part of the problem setting phase,
the authors, with Rivi Engineering. applied Multiple Centrality Assessment (MCA) - a process of network
analysis based on primal graphs, a set of different centrality indices and the metric computation of distances
- in order 10 understand why the existent system of open spaces and pedestrian paths is so scarcely
experienced by students as well as faculty and staff members and why it appears so poorly supportive of
social life and human exchange. In the problem-solving phase MCA was also app lied, turning out to offer a
releva.n l contribut.ion to the comparative evaIuation of two alternative proposed scenarios, leading to the
identification of one final solution of urban design. In the present paper, the first professiona l application of
MeA, an innovative approach to the network analysis of geographic complex systems, is presented and its
relevance in Ihe context of a problem of urban design illustrated.
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Introduction
The science of networks has been witnessing a
rapid development in recent years since the
seminal work of Watts and Strogatz on the socalled 'small worlds' in 1998 (Watts a nd Strogatz,
1998): the metaphor of the network has been
applied to complex, self-organized systems as
diverse as soci.al, biological, tedmoiogical and
economic, leading to several unexpected resul ts
(Albert and Barabasi, 2002). In particular, the issue
of centrality in networks has remained pivotal,
since its introduction in a p...·ut of the studies of
humanities named structural sociology (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). The idea o f centrality was
first applied to human communication by Bavelas
(1948,1950) who was interested in the dlaracterization of the communication in sma II groups of
' Correspondence: Tel: + 39-J33.45286:K>, Fax:
E-mail; s.porta@hum.:mSp<1celab.com
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people and assumed a relation between s tructural
centrality and influence/power in group processes.
Since then, various indices of s tructural centrality
have been proposed over the years to quantify the
importance of a n individual in a social network as
well as that of an organization in an organizational
network. Currently, centrality is a fundamental
concept in network ana lys is though with a di fferent
p urpose: while in the past the role and identity of.
central nodes was investigated, now the emphas is
is more shifted to the distribu tion of centrality
values through all nodes: centrality, as s uch, is
treated like a shared resource of the network
'communi ty' - like wealth in nations - rather than
the unique property of the excellen t.
fn regional and urban p lanning centrali ty though und er different terms like 'accessibility',
'proxim ity', 'cost' or 'effort' - has entered the
scene stressing the idea that some places (or
streets) are more important than others because
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they are more central (Wilson, 2000). A different
wording ('integration' and 'conncctivity') has
accompanied a pioneering discussion of centrality
for th e specific purpose of urban designers, with a
focus on public spaces, human exchange and
liveability: that analysis of spatial systems has
been su ccessfully operated under the notion o f
'Space Syntax' after Hillier and Hanson seminal
work on cities since the m id-1980s (Hillier and
Hanson, 1984). Space Syntax has been raising
growing evidence of the correlation behveen the
level of 'integration' of urban s paces - a 'closeness' centrality in all respects (Freeman, 1979) a nd phenomena as diverse as crime rates,
pedestrian and vehicu lar nows, retail commerce
vitality and human wayfinding capacity (Hillier,
1996). However, the Sp..ice Syntax approach is
profoundly different from most previous uses of
networks in geographic s pace, that is, in transportation and land use planning or economic geography:
in fact, while in those studies the urban pattern is
subjected to a primal translation in a graph - where
streets are turned into edges and intersections into
nooes, Space Syntax conversely follows a dual
representation - where streets are turned into nodes
and intersections into edges. This dual character
leads Space Syntax to the abandonment of metric
distance (one street is represented with one point in
the graph no matter its real length), which means
the ab.indonment of the formal that geographers as
well as transportation and urb.in planners worldwide have always been basing their models on; in
so doing, Space Syntax scientists actually reach the
topologic world of non-geographic systems. Moreover, the Space Syntax analysis is mainly based on
just one centrality index, called 'integration' , which
can be used only in association with a generalization model (in that case, the 'axial mapping'
process) in order to minimize the so-called 'edgeeffect' , a typical d istortion o f the s patial distribution
of centrality values that artificially groups the
highest scores around the centre of the image no
matter the actual configuration of the network
(Salheen and Forsyth, 2001 ; Ratti, 2004).
[n order to overcome such problems, we ha ve
recently proposed a new methodology for the
network analysis of geographic systems named
Multiple Centrality Assessment (MCA): we refer
the readers back to that work for an extensive
discussion of primal g raph construction and
MCA, in the context of both the new science of
networks and Space Syntax (Crucitti et aI, 2006;
Porta et fll, 2006a, b) . In the next section, we just
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provide a short illustration of basic MCA's
features and properties: the present paper, in fact,
mainly focuses on a first application of MCA to a
real case of urban design in Parma, northern Ita ly,
which is covered later in this article.

Multiple centrality assessment
MCA is a structured process aimed at the evaluation o f the spatial distribution of centrality over
geographic system s like systems of roads and
settlements at the regional scale, urban streets and
junctions at the urban or metropolitan scale, areas
of activity and their relationships a t the scale of the
square or the street, or internal spaces or functions
and their relationships in complex buildings like
office headquarters, airports, rail stations, hospitals
o r commercial malls. In this article, we w ill
illu strate how MCA was applied over a nehvork
of paths and intersections and two networks of
' places' and their relationships of spatial proximity: all such networks were consrructed to
represent the system of open s paces of a large
university campus in Parnla, northern Italy.
The first step in operating MeA is the translation
of the spatial system into a graph, that is, a
mathematical entity defined by a set N of nodes
a nd a set K of links, o r edges, connecting pairs of
nodes. In a neh-vork of paths and intersections a
path (or street) pattern is translated into a primal
graph so that intersections are turned into nod es
and paths into edges. Networks of paths and
intersections are graphed under a 'road-cen treIinewbetween-nodes' rule: one edge is defined by
jllst two end-nodes ('from_node' and ' to_node')
and a variable number of vertices (points of linea r
discontinuity); edges follow the geographica l
footprint of real streets as they appear on the
original map; connections between two edges are
located at one of the two defining nodes (intersections); the distance between hvo nodes is
calculated metrically along the edge, followin g
real curves and angles. Thus, paths are identified
directly on the original map, with no use of any
generalization mod el. In the second application,
the network of places and their relationships of
proximity in Parma, places and connections were
given a conventional d efinition: a place is an open
s p<ice characterized by:
1. a convex internal shape;
2. visible borders (building facades, tree lines,
hedges, pavement changes, paths and fencings ... )
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on at least three-quarters of the perimeter;
and
3. a minor dimension <70m .
Then, two places are connected when:
1. the minor distanced between their borders is
<35 m ; and
2. they are not separated by physical barriers
(main trafficked streets, dosed railings, build ings, fl oods, walls, high-level gaps, ... etc.).
On such kind of grnphs, MeA investigates how
centrality 'flows' through edges over nodes. A key
feature of MeA is that centrality is considered <I
multifold concep t; in short, we have many centralities depending on w hat is our notion of 'being
central'. Hea vily drawing from the mentioned
studies in structural sociology, we acknowledge
four different famili es of 'being central', each
described by a different centrality index:
1. 'being centTal as being close to others' , closeness cen trality (CC);
2. 'being central as being between others',
betweenness centTali ty (CS);
3. 'being central as being stra ight to all o thers',
stra ightness centTality (Cs );
4. 'being central as being critical for all o thers <IS <I
group', information centT<llity (e').
Again, we forward the readers to our previou s
work for a forma l definition of s uch indices.
Finally, in MeA all distances are measured
metrically; thus, the d istance between nodes i
and k is, say, 42532. This metric/geographic
concept of distance is used in MeA for all
computations, incl ud ing the identification of shortest paths, or 'geodesics', between pairs of nodes.
All that deeply differentiates MeA from Space
Syntax, which conversely is b..1sed on d u al graphs,
the p reliminary use of a generaliza tion model
(axial mapping), and jus t one main centTality
index (closeness or ' integration' centrality). Moreover, like all the dual ana lysis, Space Syntax is
necessarily anchored to a topologic concept of
distance w here the distance between nodes; and k
is, S.l Y, 3 'steps' . With all the different meanings
that have been assigned 10 the word 'step' in
recent liter<llure - as number of street intersections (Conroy-Dalton, 2003; Thomson, 2004; Porta.

et nl, 2006a), directional change (Hillier, 1996),
gradual directional chan ge (Da lton et nl, 2003),
characteristic point (Jiang and Ciaramun t, 2(02).
street-name change Oiang and Claramunt, 20(4) step-d istance has to be recognized as a property
of all dual approaches.
Gen eral advantages of MeA, compared to d ual
approaches like Space Syntax, are multifold :
1. MeA is not b..1sed on any generalization model,
therefore it is m ore legible, feasible and
objective;
2. it runs over the world standard geomappi ng
graph format, w hich mea ns that MeA ca n be
applil..>d directly over existing graphs like <Ill
traffic mod els of urban and metropolitan areas
and mo!>t if not all national and regional geadatabases, like the huge TICER/ line developed
by the US. Censu s Bureau: cutting the need to
build the graph, to va lidate it and to keep it
upd ated, MeA realizes a considerable gain in
the cost of achieving source information as well
as in data reliabi lity; it is more realistic, in that
it is grounded on m etTic rather than on stepdistance measurements. This does not mean
that step-distance is m eaningless. There is a
persistent debate whether topologic or geographic distance is more relevant in shaping
collective behaviours in public s pace (B.,tty,
2004; Hillie r and Shinichi, 2005; Jou tsiniemi,
2005): w hile the former is more considered in
cognitive and psycho--environmental studies,
the latter is emphasized in geogra phic and geoeconomic sciences, tTaffic planning and classic
regional and urban analysis. We believe that,
when it comes to w hat people really do in
ci ties, bot h types of distance are releva nt: MCA
computes distance metrically while, at the
same time, retaining the topology of the system
in that centrality indices are deeply affected by
the architecture of the system's connectivity.
3. MeA g ives a set of multifaceted pictures of
reality, on e for each centra lity index, rather
than jus t o ne: tha t leads to more argumentative, thus less assertive, i.ndications for action.

The renovation of the open spaces of
Parma university campus
A case's outline
The un iversity campus 'Area of the Sciences' has
been d eveloped in the las t two decades on 77 ha
of land at the o utskirt o f the city of Parma, over a
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Figure 1. The conceptual plan of the envisioned development of accessibility facilities on campus: an organic
whole replaces a collection of self-contained, inward-looking settlements while large parts of central areas are
freed from in-101 parking, so made available for connecting landscaped environments. Project by Rivi Engineering and
Human Space Lab.

plain area at the bottom of the first Appennini
hills. The site development follows a genera l p lan
conceived with the aim of ensuring the largest
possible autonomy to each department, resulting
in an addition of self-containing sites, each served
by its own parking and accessibility fa cilities
dispersed ill a large but poorly maintained and
mainly uncontrolled 'green' open space. At the
geometrical centre of the site a huge tech nologic
pla nt is located, while services for food and
leisure were decentralized to the southern and
western fringe of the area. Sport faci lities for
foot1>..,II, tennis, rugby, golf and gym have been
realized over the years in the north-western side.
Currently, the Cilmpus is used by some 8600
students and 980 sta ff or faculty members o n a
daily basis. After a period o f in tense development, a political impulse has been given for
solving two growing problems tha t are perceived
as main threats to the furthe r attractiveness and
functionality of campus:
URBAN DESIGN lulmlillimmi

1. Accessibility: vehicular tra ffi c and parking has
never been really ru led, resulting in aggressive
behaviours agai nst open s paces and nonmotorized uses everywhere on ca mpus;
2. pllblic path s and opell spaces that cover a large
part of the area are nevertheless poorly used
and maintained, often prone to abandonment
or improper activities.

A project was requested to cope with such problems and suggest possible solutions. The project, ·
worked o ut by Rivi Engineering and the Human
Space L,b at the Po lytechnic of Milan, italy,
envisions integrated actions for both a new model
o f accessibili ty and the revitalization of open
s paces. In the following, we offer a s hort summary
of the fanner and a more extensive illustration of
the latter that was largely based on MeA.
Accessibility: a short s ummary
The ra tiona le for the betterment of ilccessibility
conditions o n campus is the shift from an 'everyone
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Figure 2. The three primal graphs constructed in the
first step of MeA analysis: (1) Paths: the network of
cycle/pedestrian paths and intersections; (2) Potential
places: the network of places and connections in
absence of barriers; (3) Real places: the network of
places and connections after barriers (in thick black:
main trafficked streets, buildings, fencings, ... etc.) have
been considered.

everywhere' model to a 'selected users in selected
places' one. That can be pursuit at the condition of
a deep change in parking habits: a limited
increase in parki.ng offer is obtained after a large
increase of short-time parking and a almost
ana logous decrease of long-time parking, w here
the fanner has been mostly located in central

.......

Figure 3. P distribution over the network of places and
connections; (1) the 'potential' network, where physical
barriers are not considered; (2) the 'real ' network, where
barriers are considered. The real network (2) is
fragmented in four disconnected sub-networks. each
one with its own foca l spot; all these 'local centres' do
not form any organic system. The potential network (1)
is a single connected system with one emergent
centrality located near the cultural centre and the sport
facilities. In ali cases, the structure of places and that of
paths (see Figure 4, col. 1) are not consistent, in thatas a general rule - marginal paths serve cen tral places
and central paths serve marginal places.

areas, adjacent to departments and the latter in
outer areas. On-street parking largely replaces inlot parking, especia lly a long main streets: onstreet parking, in fact, contributes to a broader
pol icy of traffic ca lming on main s treets, which
have been found dangerous due to the over-limits
speeds of significant shares of passing vehicles. l.n
so doing, large open areas in cen tra l locations former parking lots - that curren tly work as
barriers are turned in new landscaped areas
ava ilable for high-quality connecting facilities like
cycle/pedestrian paths, areas for rest o r play or
visual corridors.
URB AN DESIGN lutuunliOlrnl
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(n two strokes of the main s treet pattern that ha ve
been found critical for the continuity of cycle!
pedestrian paths across the whole campus, the
s treetscape has been radica lly converted topedes·
Irian-oriented uses and vehicular uses have been
particularly cons tra ined . Policies for establishing
the bicycle as the prime means for internal trips

The d ifference behveen the potential and the
real networks of places is that in the former all
barriers have been removed, as if all places were
' freely' d is posed on a plain and un interrupted
space. The introduction of the potential network
is aimed at eva luating. by comparison, the impact
of exi stent barriers like buildings or railings
on the connectivity of spaces a nd their stru cture
of centrality.

on campus have been suggested : universityowned bicycle fa cil ities have been proposed along
the outer vehicula r routes of access and long-time
parking, anchored to a system of bicycle parking
and free-renta l that covers the w ho le area.

The rea l network of places (Figure 3, top) is a
fragmented system made o f four disconnected
sub~networks; each s ub-network exhibits an
autonomou s s tnlcture of centrali ty around four
independent 'local centres'. AU these local centres
are located well detached from the dis tributor
road, while close to the buildings of scienti.fic
d epclrtments or services. This s tructure does no t
find any correspondence with the s tructure of
centralities on the network of exis tent paths
(Figure 4, col. 1): in th is case, paths located along
the distributor road are the mos t central, whil e
internal paths located close to build ings and
faci lities ex hibit a significant drop in centrality
values. The only exception to this pattern em erges
with closeness centrality: he re, we see that internal paths that are cen tral in the sense that th9 arc
more dose to all others in the network CC-) are
not so central in other senses, especially as being
the intermediaries am ong o ther relationships
(C B ) or as being critical for the connectivity of
the system as a w ho le (I e ). The inconsis tency

The overall effect of accessibility meas ures
(Figure 1) is tha i a collection of ind ependent parts
are turned into one o rganism and alternative
means of transporta tion, especially for internal
trips, are fostered.

Open space's liveability: applying MeA
The problem of the decay of open spaces on
campus has been investiga ted posing a special
attention to Ule topological rela tions hips that link
each constituent part to each o ther in the system
by means of an MeA analysis on three different
graphs (Figure 2):
1. the network of cycle/pedestria n paths;
2. the 'potential' nehvork of places;
3. the 'real' network of places.

Figure 4. Centrality distributions over the network of cycle/pedestrian paths and intersections: (1) the existent network;
(2) the proposed network, scenario A: the Spine; (3) the proposed network, scenario 8 : the Ring. The C;C distribution
scores around the
appears in all cases deeply affected by the 'edge effect', the distortion thatlypicaUy groups higher
centre of the image rather than revealing any structural order of the network. In this case, however, the borders of the
image do express a relevant territorial meaning, because the campus is really self-centred and isolated at the fringe of
the urban settlement, a peripheral 'island' with just two points of connections wi th the larger urban system; so in this
specific case the picture emerging from the analysis of
represents much more an inherent feature 01 the real"
network of the campus than an artificial outcome of the borders' cut. In the existent network (col. 1), a spine of higher
centrality emerges along the distribution road, which is mostly vehicular channel that presents environmental conditions
rather aggressive for pedestrians and cyclists; moreover, almost all buildings on campus are well detached from the
road, Significantly weakening its attractiveness for pedestrians and cyclists. The proposed realization of a continuous
cycle/pedestrian path (col. 2, scenario A) that runs well beyond the distribution road and links together aU activity
cenlres and the systems of local spalial centres on campus is blessed by a great centrality potential for all indices. Most
important, the new path is continuously central, with no Significant local drops, weakening the previously dominant
centrality system of the distribution road . In a way, the new path effectively 'drains' cen trality flows Irom over the
system, while at the same time resulting mostly consistent with the local structure of places' centrality (Figure 3,
bottom). The alternative proposal (col. 3, scenario 8) does not exhibit a comparable success. The idea of building a ring
that includes part of the distribution roads lacks an acceptable level of centrality especially in the north-eastem side,
with particular reference to cB and C. The realization of such a ring would probably lead to a more confused system
and a certain waste of financial and territorial resources.
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between the structu re of cen trality over the two
sys tems o f places and pa ths emerged as a major
obstacle to the efficiency of the open s paces on
campus in terms of social use: raising and framin g
such an issue was a valuable con tribution of MCA
to the problem-setting phase o f the project.
In a first pace of the successive problem-solving
phase, the main strategy of the project was
d efi ned to create a new dorsal cycle/pedestrian
path that intersects and links all 'local centres'
running on an internal route. The new dorsal path
should be connected to the ex ternal vehicular

parking-road s in order to favo ur the car/bicycle
exchange. After a d eta iled investiga tion of functions, place centralities and the conditions of
existent paths to be reconnected, two alternative
scena rios were envisioned and compared through
a process of MCA. The two scenarios (Figure 5)
especially differ in the eastern side of campus,
where the first is spine-shaped and the second
follows a m ore ring-shaped route. The results of
the MeA analysis over these two alternative
networks are presented in Figure 4, cols. 2 and
3. MCA reveals that the proposed scenario A, the
spine-shaped route that crosses the eastern side o f
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over each edge throughout the system's architecture and o f the geographic location of spatial
com ponents in the system .
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Figure 5. The proposed new central routes (thick black)
for the system of cycle/pedestrian paths: (1) Scenario A:
the Spine: (2) Scenario B: the Ring. After both scenarios
were compared through an MeA analysis (see Figure 4,

cols . 2 and 3), the former spine-shaped route was
selected for shaping the proposed scheme (Figure 6).
Project by Aivi Engineering and Human Space Lab .

the campus with two othe r branches d e parting
from the Scientific Engineering Departme nt toward s the sport plan ts a nd the Pharmacy Department, scores very well with a ll centrality indices.
This route, that is obtained by the reconnection of
existent bul fragmented path segments by new

proposed siTokes, consistently achieves a leading
role in the whole system , leaving lower results to
the currently d omina nt routes along the distribution roads. Most important, the new s p ine
e merges as a continuous central system with no
significant interruptions. This result is highly
significant because in MCA, differe n tly than in
dual generalized analysis, the continuity of a
central route is not the outcome o f a generaliza tion model a nd its distinct rationale, but rathe r
the o utcome of the ' na tural now' of centralities
URBAN DESIGN 11I1""lIIliOlml

A rather worse performance is offered by the
ring-shaped scenario B. Centralities d escribe a
fra gme nted interru p ted route that d o not assume
a univocnl lending role in the system. The image
tha t emerges, under this scenario, is that of a
system that shows at least three routes at the same
level, none o f the m really continuous, each w ith a
certain level of contradiction between the four
ind ices of centrality.
In-depth investiga tions of local conditions have
been implemented by s pecifi c MCA analysis as
well, but basically the s uccessive s teps have been
oriented to a classic work of urban design on
the b.,sis of the realiz., tion of the spine-shaped
new cycle-pedestrian route across the ca mpus
(Figure 6). The new path has been detailed with a
new lightning syste m, new paving and a con tinuous line of blackthorns that gives the path - now
ca lled 'the blnc kthorns way' - a d istinctive and
unique ide ntity; finall y, the architectural quali ty
o f open s paces in local centres has been particularly e nhanced.
Traffic calm ing techniques ha ve been impleme n ted over all ro..,ds, with distinct charac teris tics
between the internal dis tributor and the external
parking road. New la nd scaped areas have been
d esigned where large surfaces of existing pnrking
lots have been rem oved . A system of cycle free
renta l has been provided at interchanges between
the car and the pedestrian-oriented environments.
Architectural solutions have been proposed in
some specific spots, that is, w here the 'blackthorns w ay' pnsses through the main corridor of
the Didactic Engineering Department here, a new
atrium has been crea ted that rea lizes a long.
invoked new e n tra nce to the building. A core o f
h igh-qua lity o pe n s paces has been individuated
for the w ho le ca mpus adjacent to the recently
bu ilt adminis tra tive centre, tha t involves landscaped as well as paved areas: a new lake has
been designed that is crossed by the 'blackthorns
way' through a long wooden bridge, and a fo rmer
rugby faci lity hns been displaced in orde r to
realize a new community area for events a nd
celebratiol's jus t in front o f the lake. A landscaped
park has been finally proposed along the s idebranches of the new 'blackthorns way'.
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Figure 6. The final layout of the urban design ptan for the campus. The proposed cycle/pedestrian spine that connects all
local centralities is clearly visible; the core of the campus is landscaped with a new paved area and a small lake that is
bridged by the spine through a wooden platfonn. All streets are traffic-damed, though at a different degree taking into
account the role of each of them in the general model of accessibility. In-lot parking is largely replaced with all-street parking.
long-term parking has been placed a100g the extemal seNice street. Project by Rivi Engineering and Human Space Lab.

Conclusions
MeA has helped in orienting an urban design
project for the revitalization of a complex system
of open spaces across both the problem-setting
and problem- solving phases. In problem setting,
MeA provided a nev.' undeTStanding of the
reciprocal relationships behveen hvo different
spatial systems, that of places and that of cycle/
pedestrian paths; both nehvorks belong to the
more comprehensive system of the open spaces.

The emerging of deep, s tructural inconsis tencies
between such components offered the project
team a surprising new interpretation of the
problem: that is, due to the different s tructures
of the two systems that make the marginal paths
serve the central places and the central paths
serve the marginal places. A modification of the
network of paths has been proposed then in the
problem-solving phase: two alternative solutions
have been tested again through a process of MeA.
The more convincing of the two scenarios, a

spine-shaped cycle/pedestrian route that connects the loca l central spaces and the main focuses
of activiti es on campus, well detached from the
distributor roads, has been detailed in the project
of urban design that dealt with, on that basis, a
wide range of spa tial and functional issues.
In the context of this process, MeA provided a
valuable contribution because of its distinctive
characteristic of being based on a set o f four
different central ity indices, a primal graph repre-'
sentation of complex geogra phic networks and a
metric computation of distances. The result is a
multifaceted, argumentative understanding that
does not offer any single, apodictic, universal key
to all possible problems of open spaces, but mther
an in-depth description of the diHerent properties
of the network in question, properties tha t belong
to different ways of being central. All these
properties, all these different ways of being
central, are always at work together in a complex
geographic syslem, with a deep impact on how
people and human activities dis tribute s patially
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over the system itself. But the 'behaviour' of those
properties ilnd the level of reciprocal consistency
depend s o n local conditions, topological as well
as geographica l.
Finally, we do not think tha t a network analysis o f a
complex s p.'ltial sys tem can tell the w hole s tory.
Complexity cannot be reduced to one dimension,
even to such an inclusive one like the gootopological structure of spatial networks. MCA just
offers a point of view. A highly infonnative one, to
be true, but just one of the many that conbibute to
the astonishin!;t ever changing, surprising world of
the socia l use of public open spaces.
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